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Day 11 Day 12 Day 13 Day 14 Day 15

Books

• Rainbow Stew

• Grandma’s Tiny House

• Blueprint Songbook

• Anywhere Farm

• Rainbow Stew

• Blueprint Songbook

• Anywhere Farm

• Blueprint Songbook

• Up, Down, and Around

• Anywhere Farm

• Blueprint Songbook

• Up, Down, and Around

• Rainbow Stew

• Anywhere Farm

• Blueprint Songbook

Charts

• Unit Chart: “What makes 
food special?”

• Unit Chart: “Words We Are 
Learning”

• Unit Chart: “Making a Meal”

• Anchor Chart: “Readers 
Can Say”

• Unit Chart: “Making a Meal”

• Unit Chart: “Words We Are 
Learning”

• Anchor Chart: “Power of 3”

• Unit Chart: “What makes 
food special?”

• Unit Chart: “Words We Are 
Learning”

• Anchor Chart: “We Can 
Describe”

• Unit Chart: “Words We Are 
Learning”

• Unit Chart: “What makes 
food special?”

• Unit Chart: “How to Plant a 
Seed” (make)

• Anchor Chart: “Readers 
Can Say”

Downloads

•  Image for growing your 
own food

• “Seed Investigation #1” 
science journal reflection

• Images of peppers, carrots, 
and tomatoes

• “Seed Investigation #2” 
science journal reflection

• Illustrations that show the 
life cycle of a seed (seed, 
sprout, plant)

• “Seed Investigation #3” 
science journal reflection

• “Seeds of Kindness” Mind-
ful Moment card

• Images of words that rhyme 
with can (pan, fan, man) 
and words that rhyme with 
hat (bat, cat, rat, mat)

• Images of words that begin 
with the letter s (sun, soap, 
sock) and the letter v (vacu-
um, volcano, van)

Other Materials

• Lemon seeds from Unit 6

• Magnifying glasses

• Cutting board

• Knife

• Science journals

• Fruits with only one pit 
inside of them (e.g. avoca-
dos, peaches, plums)

• Real fruit that has seeds 
inside (e.g. pepper)

• Social emotional class 
puppets

• Plates

• Magnifying glasses

• Cutting board

• Knife

• Science journals

• Images of peppers, carrots, 
and tomatoes

• Magnetic letters

• Chart paper

• Magnifying glasses

• Cutting board

• Knife

• Science journals

• Images of peppers, carrots, 
and tomatoes

• Chart paper

• Seed collection, including 
seeds explored on Days 11 
and 12

• Plates

• Yarn

• Magnifying glasses

• Images of peppers, carrots, 
and tomatoes

• Chart paper

• Newspaper or large tub

• Spoon

• Watering can or spray 
bottle

• Tomato

• Index cards

• Craft sticks

• Tape

Special Materials

• Samples of three different 
fruits or vegetables (e.g. 
pepper, carrot, tomato)

• Collection of several variet-
ies of seeds that come from 
food, including green beans 
and pea seeds

• Fruit with many tiny seeds 
on the inside (e.g. bananas, 
kiwi, blueberries)

• Fruit with tiny seeds on the 
outside (e.g. strawberries, 
blackberries)

• Seeds (e.g. green bean or 
pea seeds)

• Soil

• Planters

To Make

• Add a copy of “Seed In-
vestigation #1” to children’s 
science journals.

•  Add a copy of “Seed In-
vestigation #2” to children’s 
science journals.

• Add a copy of “Seed Inves-
tigation #3” to children’s 
science journals.

• Cut two lengths of yarn 
(approximately three feet) to 
create two circles.


